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Abstract

While remarkable progress has been made in imbal-
anced supervised learning, less attention has been given to
the setting of imbalanced semi-supervised learning (SSL)
where not only are few labeled data provided, but the un-
derlying data distribution can be severely imbalanced. Re-
cent work requires both complicated sampling strategies of
pseudo-labeled unlabeled data and distribution alignment
of the pseudo-label distribution to accommodate this im-
balance. We present a novel approach that relies only on
a form of a distribution alignment but no sampling strategy
where rather than aligning the pseudo-labels during infer-
ence, we move the distribution alignment component into
the respective cross entropy loss computations for both the
supervised and unsupervised losses. This alignment com-
pensates for both imbalance in the data and the eventual
distributional shift present during evaluation. Altogether,
this provides a unified strategy that offers both significantly
reduced training requirements and improved performance
across both low and richly labeled regimes and over vary-
ing degrees of imbalance. In experiments, we validate
the efficacy of our method on SSL variants of CIFAR10-
LT, CIFAR100-LT, and ImageNet-127. On ImageNet-127,
our method shows 1.6% accuracy improvement over CReST
with an 80% training time reduction and is competitive
with other SOTA methods. Code is available at https:
//github.com/google-research/crest

1. Introduction
Semi-supervised learning (SSL) leverages a large pool of

unlabeled data to learn a classifier despite having access to
only a small amount of labeled data. Recently, techniques
have been introduced [4, 3, 27], which simplify the process
while pushing accuracy to new levels. However, they have
focused on the cases where the class distributions are bal-
anced for both the labeled and unlabeled data.

Meanwhile, supervised learning community has shown
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Figure 1: Classification accuracy on ImageNet-127 with
10% of labels. The proposed UDAL trained for only 1/6
of the epochs of CReST+ [29] further closes the accuracy
gap to a fully supervised baseline and heavily improves on
a supervised baseline trained on 10% of the labels.

renewed focus on imbalanced learning [15, 24, 26, 12], ow-
ing to the fact that most real world data is not well-balanced.
Many have observed that ordinary supervised learning tech-
niques suffer from the bias favoring head classes over tail
classes. To mitigate the bias, several methods have been in-
troduced, including data resampling [8, 11, 5, 23, 6], loss
reweighting [17, 9, 16, 7], representation and classifier de-
coupling [15], and logit adjustment [24, 26, 12]. However,
these methods require data labels and are not readily appli-
cable when majority of the data remains unlabeled.

In this work, we study an important and practical prob-
lem of imbalanced semi-supervised learning, where class
distributions of both labeled and unlabeled are imbalanced.
We develop our method upon state-of-the-art consistency-
based semi-supervised learners, such as FixMatch [27] and
MixMatch [4], which employ two losses on the labeled data
and unlabeled data with pseudo labels. Therefore, vulnera-
bility to bias from the imbalance can happen in three ways:
the supervised loss, the quality of pseudo-labels derived
from the classifier on unlabeled data, and the unsupervised
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loss using pseudo-labels even if they are correctly predicted.
CReST [29] offers a solution to reduce the bias caused by

issues from unlabeled data. Observing the high precision of
unlabeled data from the tail classes, CReST has proposed
a class-balanced sampling strategy that samples more from
the tail classes than head classes. This not only improves the
quality of pseudo-labels, but also results in more balanced
label distribution. Distribution alignment [3], which modi-
fies the prediction by the ratio of the desired distribution to
model distribution, is at its core to progressively rebalance
the pseudo-label distribution. On the other hand, it also re-
quires a generational approach that accumulates a relatively
balanced subset of confident pseudo-labels over a multiple
steps. Each generation re-initializes the network and there-
fore the process is costly with respect to training time.

Is this disjoint methodology truly necessary? Can a sin-
gle, central approach be devised to address class imbalance
in semi-supervised learning? We identify an affirmative an-
swer to these questions. First, we connect the two sepa-
rate ideas of progressive distribution alignment [3, 29] from
semi-supervised learning and logit adjustment [24, 26, 12]
from imbalanced supervised learning. Based on this obser-
vation, we propose a progressive logit adjustment, a unified
approach of the two aforementioned techniques for imbal-
anced semi-supervised learning. Compared to CReST [29],
our approach is more efficient in training time as it does
not require resampling or many steps with re-initialization,
while achieving competitive or higher accuracy, as in Fig-
ure 1. Moreover, our method is extremely simple, requiring
only a few lines of change from the existing consistency-
based semi-supervised learning implementations.

2. Prerequisites
We present prerequisites on both problem settings. First,

we formally define the problem setting of Imbalanced Semi-
Supervised Learning. Second, we outline the idea of distri-
bution alignment [3, 29] that improves pseudo-label quality
within both the balanced and imbalanced settings of SSL.
We revisit a recent method, CReST [29], which attempts to
address imbalanced semi-supervised learning.

2.1. Class-imbalanced Semi-Supervised Learning

Semi-supervised learning relies on two sources of data:
a labeled set X = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 where each xi is a training
example and yi is the corresponding target. Since classifica-
tion is the focus of this work, we consider yi as a class label
within C= {1, . . . , C} with a total number of C classes. In
imbalanced learning, we expect varying numbers of training
examples across classes. Therefore, we denote the number
of examples in our labeled set corresponding to class c ∈ C
as Nc such that

∑C
c=1Nc=N . We assume that the classes

are ordered with respect to frequencies and in a descending
manner i.e., Nc≥Nc+1. It is often useful to characterize

the degree of imbalance by the ratio N1/NC , and we refer
to this as the imbalance ratio of the dataset. We use pdata(y)
and q(y) to denote the marginal distributions of the data and
the model. When there is no ambiguity, we drop y as pdata
and q to simplify presentations.

In addition, we have an unlabeled set U = {ui}Mi=1 for
which we have no corresponding target. We follow the task
setup in [18, 22, 29] and utilize the same imbalance ratio
for both labeled and unlabeled sets, but also perform ex-
periments when the marginal class distribution of unlabeled
data is different from that of labeled data and unknown in
Section 4.3.4. β= N

N+M denotes the labeled data ratio.

2.2. Distribution alignment

Distribution alignment (DA) was introduced for the SSL
setting within ReMixMatch [3] to reduce the confirmation
bias [2] via regularization added to the pseudo-label infer-
ence. In particular, if we assume the labeled and unlabeled
data both come from the same distribution pdata, we would
expect that the model should produce pseudo-labels that fol-
low the same distribution. [3] has proposed to estimate the
marginal distribution of the model q(y) by the moving av-
erage, which we denote as q̂(y) or q̂. If we denote our cur-
rent model’s predictions on unlabeled examples as q(y|xu),
these predictions can be re-scaled through dividing by q̂ and
multiplying by pdata. After normalization, we have:

q̃(y|x) = Normalize
(
q(y|x) pdata

q̂

)
. (1)

In (1), we assume element-wise operations beween q(y|x),
pdata and q̂. Normalize(p) ensures p as a probability distri-
bution which sums to 1.

As noted in [29], it is not always optimal to align the pre-
dictions directly to pdata when pdata is imbalanced. Rather, a
smoothed form which (elementwise) exponentiates the dis-
tribution by a factor of α before normalization:

p̃α = Normalize (pαdata) , 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. (2)

is used instead of pdata in Equation (1) and found to both
regularize predictions and combat bias. As α→ 0, this ap-
proaches an alignment against a more uniform distribution.

2.3. Logit Adjustment

While DA is clearly applicable to pseudo-label inference
during training, it has no direct impact on the labeled por-
tion. Since a semi-supervised approach relies on both la-
beled and unlabeled losses, it is critical to address the prob-
lem of imbalance at the supervised level as well. For this,
we examine a popular technique within supervised learn-
ing, often known as logit adjustment [24], balanced soft-
max [26], or LADE [12]. These methods modify the loss
computation to compensate for the class imbalance found
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in the data distribution. Notably, when a data distribution is
class-imbalanced, we attempt to minimize the classification
loss with respect to this data distribution. However, at eval-
uation time, we either evaluate on a class-balanced dataset
or produce a class-balanced error by averaging the per-class
accuracies. This is a shift in distribution which can cause
poor performance. Therefore, this shift is integrated into
the cross entropy loss:

LLA (y, f(x)) = LCE
(
y, f(x) + log pdata − log (Unif(C))

)
≡ LCE

(
y, f(x) + log pdata

)
(3)

where Unif(C) is the discrete uniform distribution over C
classes, y is the true label of x, f(x) is the vector-valued
output of the classifier, and pdata is the marginal class distri-
bution of the data as a vector. As elaborated within [24], this
has the effect that instead of optimizing f(x) directly, we
optimize h(x)= f(x)+ log pdata which aligns the source
distribution of f(x) correctly to the uniform class distribu-
tion. [24] also discusses an inference time procedure which
attempts to account for this shift without modifications to
the training procedure. Since this is “for free”, we include
experimental results combined with it in Table 1 as “LA
(Inf)” for the inference time logit adjustment.

2.4. CReST

We briefly examine CReST [29], an approach to imbal-
anced semi-supervised learning using FixMatch and Mix-
Match as a base semi-supervised learner. They re-introduce
a generational self-training approach where after each gen-
eration (usually 64 epochs), confidently pseudo-labeled ex-
amples from the unlabeled set U are added toX . Ordinarily,
this would exacerbate class imbalance. [29] introduce a re-
sampling strategy according to a more balanced form of the
marginal class distribution of the data to overcome. How-
ever, it requires to reinitialize and train the network from
scratch after each generation.

Additionally, for optimal performance, CReST requires
distribution alignment to improve pseudo-label quality.
Specifically, as defined in Section 2.2, a schedule for α is
chosen so that the strength of re-balancing can be altered
over the course of training. Given a hyperparameter αmin
which defines the minimal value α should take (correspond-
ing to the largest re-balancing of the data distribution), they
choose a linear schedule such that for generation iteration t:

αt = 1.0− (1.0− αmin)
t

T
(4)

where T is the number of generations over the course of
training. This is referred to as progressive distribution
alignment (PDA) and is essential to strong performance.

3. Proposed Method
We describe our approach, Unifying Distribution Align-

ment as a Loss (UDAL). First, we connect the ideas behind
distribution alignment [3] and logit adjustment [24] in Sec-
tion 3.1. Notably, in Section 3.2, we introduce a progressive
form of logit adjustment and examine how it applies a form
of distribution alignment at the loss level. Subsequently, we
examine how this allows us to apply the same mitigation to
both the supervised and unsupervised components of mod-
ern consistency-based SSL methods [4, 27] – providing a
unified manner in which imbalance can be addressed with
respect to labeled and unlabeled data. Figure 2 shows the
comparison between UDAL and previous work. Finally, in
Section 3.3, we discuss variants of our method.

3.1. Connection between DA and LA

As in Section 2.2 and 2.4, applying distribution align-
ment (DA) modifies predictions of unlabeled data by align-
ing them to a target distribution. DA modifies the pseudo-
label generation process for unsupervised branch, but does
not affect the known labels of the supervised branch.

[24] demonstrates that the logit adjustment can be used
to align a supervised classifier to the uniform distribution.
On the other hand, we argue that the logit adjustment can be
used to align to an arbitrary target distribution like in DA.
For example, if we replace Unif(C) into p̃α in Equation 3,
we get the following form of logit adjustment:

LCE (y, f(x) + log pdata − log p̃α) (5)

What kind of learner does this form attempt to produce?
Defining h(x)= f(x)+ log (pdata/p̃α) and solving for f(x),
this implies that we are optimizing the following:

f(x) = h(x) + log

(
p̃α
pdata

)
(6)

or rather, in the softmax space, we get

Softmax(f(x)) = Softmax (h(x))
(
p̃α
pdata

)
(7)

which is exactly the form of applying distribution alignment
to f(x) using p̃α. In other words, distribution alignment [3]
and logit adjustment [24] are just two instantiations of the
same idea, one as a sampling method for unlabeled data in
semi-supervised learning and another as a training loss for
labeled data in supervised learning, respectively.

3.2. A unified approach

Based on our finding in Section 3.1, we are now ready
to introduce our method that unifies the two into one frame-
work. We will use FixMatch [27] as a base semi-supervised
learner for presentation, but our method is also applicable to
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Figure 2: Given an off-the-shelf Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) learner, previous works address the data imbalanced issue
on the unsupervised loss by iterative (a) class-rebalancing sampling [29] or pseudo-label refinement [18]. In this work, we
propose to tackle the imbalance issue on (b) both supervised and unsupervised losses by directly performing distribution-
aligned learning.

other consistency-based SSL methods, including MixMatch
[4], derived in Section 3.3. FixMatch consists of cross en-
tropy losses on the labeled data and on unlabeled data with
respect to inferred pseudo-labels:

LFixMatch =Ex,y∼pl [LCE(y, f(x))] +

Eu∼pu [LCE (PL(f(u
w)), f(us))]

(8)

where f(x) is the network’s outputs, pl is labeled data dis-
tribution, pu is the unlabeled data distribution, PL produces
hard pseudo-labels for confident predictions, while us and
uw are strong and weakly augmented versions of the unla-
beled example u, respectively.

First, we introduce a progressive logit adjustment that
extends logit adjustment to align supervised classifier to a
progressively changing target distribution p̃αt :

LCE
(
y, f(x) + log (pdata)− log (p̃αt)

)
(9)

Moreover, we hypothesize that not only can we align the
supervised branch in this manner, but that we can also apply
this exact same form to the unsupervised branch:

LCE
(
PL(f(uw)), f(us) + log (q̂)− log(p̃αt)

)
(10)

where we divide by the estimated model’s class distribu-
tion q̂ through moving average as explained in Section 2.2,
rather than pdata since the unsupervised branch is learned
from pseudo-labels drawn directly from the model rather
than the data distribution. This allows us to use the same,
unified approach for each branch by simply replacing the
distribution we are aligning from: the marginal class distri-
bution of the data for the supervised branch and the moving
average of pseudo-labels for the unsupervised branch. Al-
together, this results in a loss:

LUDAL = (11)
Ex,y∼pl [LCE(y, f(x) + log (pdata)− log (p̃αt))] +

Eu∼pu [LCE (PL(f(u
w)), f(us) + log (q̂)− log (p̃αt))]

where αt is generalized from Equation (4) as:

αt = 1.0− (1.0− αmin)

(
t

T

)k
(12)

to allow for an alignment rate k. p̃αt is computed as in
Equation (2). We provide the pseudocode of our approach
in Algorithm 1. This constitutes of only a few lines of code
with no alterations to the training scheme or time compared
to the base FixMatch and MixMatch learner. Moreover, no
resampling is required as in [29].

3.3. Discussion

Simple Baselines. While our method may seem like a sim-
ple combination of two existing methods, distribution align-
ment and logit adjustment, we argue that UDAL is an ele-
gant formulation inspired by the novel insight that connects
the two. For example, one may consider a simple combina-
tion by applying the progressive logit adjustment in Equa-
tion (9) to the supervised branch alongside progressive dis-
tribution alignment from [29] to the unsupervised branch.
However, we find that, through an extensive ablation study
in Section 4.4.1, such naive combinations do not fully lever-
age their benefits and fall short of UDAL.

Unknown Unlabeled Data Distribution. The formulation
of UDAL contains an estimate of the label distribution pdata,
which is estimated from a small labeled data. While our as-
sumption on the label distribution of labeled and unlabeled
sets being equivalent might be true in certain scenarios (e.g.,
labeled data is randomly drawn from the entire data popu-
lation), there are also cases where the label distributions of
labeled and unlabeled are different.

In other words, p̃αt is unknown. On the other hand, there
are methods that estimate the class distribution of unlabeled
data using a small labeled set, such as DARP [18], which is
directly applicable to UDAL as well. Let p̂data an estimate of
class distribution of unlabeled data. Finally, we replace pdata
of Equation (1) with p̂data when aligning the unsupervised
branch and optimize Equation (11). Empirical validation
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Algorithm 1 UDAL Pseudocode, TensorFlow-ish

# p_data: class distribution of labeled data
# p_model: moving average of model’s predictions on

unlabeled data
# current_epoch (g): current epoch of training (out

of max_epoch total)
# k: rate at which a_min is approached
# a_min: minimum value of alpha for dist. alignment
def compute_adjustment_dist(current_dist):

factor = 1.0 - (1.0 - a_min) * (current_epoch /
max_epoch) ** k

# normalize ensures the argument sums to 1
target_dist = normalize(p_data ** factor)
return current_dist / (target_dist + 1e-9)

# supervised (labeled) loss on examples x_l
# f: classifier, y_l: true labels
loss_l = SoftmaxCE(y_l, f(x_l) + log(

compute_adjustment_dist(p_data)))

# unsupervised (unlabeled) loss on examples x_u
# y_u: PLs predicted from weakly-augmented x_u after

confidence thresholding
loss_u = SoftmaxCE(y_u, f(x_s) + log(

compute_adjustment_dist(p_model)))

of UDAL for unknown class distribution of unlabeled set is
provided in Section 4.3.4.

UDAL on MixMatch [4]. As mentioned earlier, UDAL is
not specific to FixMatch, but generally applicable to mod-
ern consistency-based SSL learners. Here, we derive its ap-
plication to MixMatch, another state-of-the-art consistency-
based SSL method based on MixUp [30], instead of strong
data augmentation specific to image domains.

Let (x, y)∼ pl and u∼ pu. Let SPL(f(u)) a soft pseudo
label of an unlabeled data uwith model f . Following [4], let
(x̃, ỹ) and (ũ, S̃PL(f(u))) MixUp augmented labeled and
unlabeled data, respectively. The training objective of Mix-
Match is given as follows:

LMixMatch =Ex̃,ỹ [LCE(ỹ, f(x̃)] + (13)

Eũ
[
‖S̃PL(f(u))− Softmax (f(ũ)) ‖22

]
and applying UDAL, we get the following training loss:

Ex̃,ỹ [LCE(ỹ, f(x̃) + log (pdata)− log (p̃αt)]+ (14)

Eũ
[
‖S̃PL(f(u))− Softmax (f(ũ) + log (q̂)− log (p̃αt)) ‖

2
2

]

4. Experiments
We follow the experimental settings outlined in CReST

[29]. First, we conduct experiments under the assumption
that marginal class distributions of labeled and unlabeled
data are known to be equal. Then, we present results of our
method evaluated when the marginal class distribution of
unlabeled data is different from that of labeled data and un-
known in Section 4.3.4. We test the efficacy of UDAL over
various long-tailed versions of CIFAR10 and CIFAR100.

Method γ=50 γ=100 γ=200

MixMatch [4] 69.1±1.18 60.4±2.24 54.5±1.87

w/ CReST+ [29] 76.7±0.35 66.1±0.79 57.6±1.30

w/ UDAL (ours) 77.8±0.88 68.4±1.48 58.6±1.10

FixMatch [27] 80.1±0.44 67.3±1.19 59.7±0.63

w/ DA [3] (αmin =0.5) 82.4±0.33 73.6±0.63 63.7±1.17

w/ DA (αmin =0.5) + LA (Sup) 83.5±0.19 75.7±1.56 65.7±1.87

w/ LA (Inf) [24] 83.2±0.87 70.4±2.90 62.4±1.24

w/ CReST+ [29] 84.2±0.39 78.1±0.84 67.7±1.39

w/ CReST+ & LA (Inf) [29] 85.6±0.36 81.2±0.70 71.9±2.24

w/ UDAL (ours) 85.3±0.34 80.2±0.59 68.6±1.32

w/ UDAL & LA (Inf) (ours) 86.3±0.37 82.1±0.37 72.9±1.21

Table 1: Accuracy on CIFAR10-LT at β=10% with vari-
ous γ. We test from the simplest approaches that involve
no accommodations for class imbalance to stronger base-
lines which attempt to address it. We include two types of
logit adjustment [24], “LA (Sup)”, that modifies the loss to
the supervised branch and “LA (Inf)” that does not modify
training but applies an adjustment at inference time only.

Finally, we perform large-scale experiments on the naturally
long-tailed ImageNet-127 dataset.

4.1. Dataset creation

CIFAR10-LT and CIFAR100-LT [7, 9] are modifications
of CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 with a long-tailed (Zipfian) dis-
tribution. Given a desired imbalance ratio γ and some class
ordering Ci, 1≤ i≤C, we sample Ni examples from the
dataset for class Ci according to Ni=N1 ∗ γ

Ci−1

C−1 . For CI-
FAR10, N1 =5000, C =10 while N1 =500 and C =100
for CIFAR100. To create suitable splits for SSL, labeled
subsets are randomly sampled according to β=10% and
30%. Imbalance ratios of γ ∈{50, 100, 200} are explored
for CIFAR10-LT while γ ∈{50, 100} for CIFAR100-LT.
We test with respect to the original, balanced test set which
ensures that we can use ordinary accuracy metrics.

4.2. Training

We follow the model guidelines in CReST [29]. We use
Wide ResNet-28-2 as a backbone. FixMatch [27] and Mix-
Match [4] are used as base semi-supervised learners. For
FixMatch, the unlabeled ratio (7) and confidence thresh-
old (0.95) are untouched from their original settings. The
same cosine learning rate schedule is adopted as in [29].
Notably different from [29], however, is our ability to use
vastly shorter training times. For example, we find only 64
epochs (216 iterations at a batch size of 64) is needed to
reach optimal performance, and therefore all CIFAR mod-
els are trained for 64 epochs — constituting a 5× reduction
in training time compared to CReST. Like CReST [29], we
find it useful to train MixMatch models slightly longer and
use a less aggressive αmin, therefore, MixMatch models are
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CIFAR10-LT CIFAR100-LT

β=10% β=30% β=10% β=30%

Method γ=50 γ=100 γ=200 γ=50 γ=100 γ=200 γ=50 γ=100 γ=50 γ=100

FixMatch [27] 79.4±0.65 66.3±1.74 59.7±0.74 81.9±0.30 73.1±0.58 64.7±0.69 33.7±0.94 28.3±0.66 43.1±0.24 38.6±0.45

w/ CReST+ [29] 84.2±0.39 78.1±0.84 67.7±1.39 84.9±0.27 79.2±0.20 70.5±0.56 38.8±1.03 34.6±0.74 46.7±0.34 42.0±0.44

w/ UDAL (ours) 85.3±0.34 80.2±0.59 68.6±1.32 86.7±0.34 82.4±0.43 74.5±1.13 39.8±0.88 34.3±0.85 48.0±0.56 43.7±0.41

Table 2: Classification accuracy (%) over CIFAR10-LT and CIFAR100-LT under a variety of label fractions β and imbalance
ratios γ, each averaged over 5 folds.

trained for 128 epochs and use αmin =0.5.
Apart from those of the base semi-supervised learner,

UDAL introduces only two hyperparameters: αmin which
controls the final strength of the re-balancing for p̃αt and
k, which controls the rate at which we approach αmin. We
use αmin =0.10 and k=2 which allows most of training to
be aligned to pdata and spend the very last stages of training
aligning to a relatively balanced class distribution. This is
supported by other work [15] which empirically finds that
when training long-tailed, fully-supervised models, the bulk
of training should be done with respect to random sampling,
and only a small amount of time of class-balanced sampling
is necessary near the end of training. We provide an ablation
of these hyperparameters in Section 4.4.2.

Training is carried out over 5 random folds of the data.
We report final test accuracy along with standard deviation
using the exponential moving average of the model’s pa-
rameters. We use the same underlying codebase, written in
TensorFlow [1], and data splits as CReST to prevent frame-
work or dataset dependent uncertainty in performance.

4.3. Results

4.3.1 CIFAR.

CIFAR10-LT and CIFAR100-LT results are in Table 2.
Across the board, we find UDAL outperforms CReST+
[29] and is worse in only a single setting. Notably, we
find that CReST+ especially struggles in the more label
rich regimes. In particular, despite a heavy imbalance of
γ ∈ {100, 200}, UDAL significantly outpeforms CReST+
when β = 30% for both CIFAR10-LT (up to a 4 point in-
crease) and CIFAR100-LT (up to a 1.7 point increase). We
hypothesize that CReST+ is unable to efficiently use more
labeled data since it only weakly addresses imbalance in the
supervised branch. The imbalance in the supervised branch
can only be indirectly alleviated by adding pseudo-labeled
to the dataset under some amount of resampling. While this
could have a high impact when there is scarce labeled data
to begin with, it appears to have much less of an effect when
more labeles are available. UDAL, however, directly aligns
the supervised branch to a more balanced distribution over
the course of training. Not only would this improve the bal-
anced performance of the classifier in the fully supervised

setting, but it additionally aids the feedback loop to provide
more balanced pseudo-labels in the unsupervised branch.

To understand where the improvement comes from, we
report the per-class recall of CReST+ and UDAL in Table 3.
We find that, compared to CReST+, UDAL appears to be
better at re-balancing the few-shot classes. We think that
this could be due to UDAL having a more direct way of mit-
igating the contribution of imbalance from the loss rather
than sampling as in CReST+.

Method / Freq. 1- 3 (many) 4-6 (med) 7-10 (few)
CReST+ 92.9 77.9 71.0
UDAL 90.1 77.1 74.1

Table 3: Per-class recall (%) on the balanced test set of
CIFAR10-LT (γ=100, β=10%).

4.3.2 DARP.

We show results within the DARP [18] setting in Table 4.
While DARP also produces an imbalanced dataset from CI-
FAR10, it has slight differences. While the CReST [29] set-
ting assigns every example from the original CIFAR dataset
to either the labeled or unlabeled dataset, DARP uses an
unlabeled to labeled ratio of 2:1, which may not utilize all
data points at training. One can consider the DARP setting
as a β = 33% but with only 95% of the original dataset.

Nonetheless, UDAL continues to significantly outper-
forms CReST+ in all settings and shows the largest gains
of all in the most imbalanced settings – capable of taking
advantage of the increased amount of labeled data.

Method γ=50 γ=100 γ=150

FixMatch [27] 79.2±0.33 71.5±0.72 68.4±0.15

w/ DARP [18] 81.8±0.24 75.5±0.05 70.4±0.25

w/ CReST+ [29] 83.9±0.14 77.4±0.36 72.8±0.58

w/ DASO∗ [25] - 79.1±0.75 75.1±0.77

w/ ABC∗ [22] - 81.5±0.29 -
w/ UDAL (ours) 86.5±0.29 81.4±0.39 77.9±0.33

Table 4: Classification accuracy (%) under DARP’s proto-
col [18] for CIFAR10. Numbers with ∗ are taken from the
original papers.
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Epochs
Method 1000 2000 4000 6000

Supervised (100% labels) 75.8
Supervised (10% labels) 46.0
Supervised (10% labels, RandAug) 50.0
Supervised (10% labels, LA) 54.0
Supervised (10% labels, RandAug, LA) 60.0
FixMatch (10% labels) 64.9 65.8 - -
w/ DA (αmin =0.5) 68.0 69.1 - -
w/ CReST+ - 68.3 70.7 73.7
w/ UDAL (ours, αmin =0.5) 74.5 74.3 - -
w/ UDAL (ours, αmin =0.55) 75.1 74.8 - -
w/ UDAL (ours, αmin =0.6) 73.2 75.3 - -

Table 5: Evaluating UDAL on ImageNet127 with imbal-
ance factor γ=286 where β=10% samples are labeled.
Supervised models are trained for 300 epochs with 100%
labeled data or 3000 epochs with 10% labeled data. Logit
adjustment (LA) is applied at inference time.

4.3.3 ImageNet-127.

We provide experimental results on ImageNet-127 in Ta-
ble 5. As presented in [29], ImageNet-127 is a coarser ver-
sion of ImageNet [19], containing the same number of ex-
amples but with 127 class groupings rather than 1000. This
grouping results in an imbalance ratio of γ = 286. We con-
duct experiments with β = 10% along with all base training
settings identical to CReST+, with exception to the duration
of training, where we observe that only 1000 epochs (1/6
the total training time of CReST+) is necessary for conver-
gence (Figure 1). For UDAL, we continue to find k = 2
to be optimal, however, a less aggressive αmin ∈ [0.5, 0.6]
was found to be more effective in this setting. Overall, we
find UDAL provides quite healthy increases in performance
over CReST and is only 0.7 absolute points worse than a
fully supervised baseline with access to 100% of the labels.
4.3.4 When γu is unknown.
As noted in Section 2.2, the de facto assumption generally
made in semi-supervised imbalanced learning is that the un-
labeled data is generated from the same underlying distri-
bution as the labeled data, i.e., the imbalance factors of the
labeled (γl) and unlabeled (γu) sets are the same as γ.

While this assumption has statistically sound properties
under the idea that we label a sufficiently large set of un-
labeled data in order to produce the labeled set, it can be
interesting to consider how UDAL would perform without
this assumption i.e., γl 6= γu. As outlined in Section 3.3, we
estimate the class distribution of unlabeled set using a small
amount of labeled data following [18] and train a model
with UDAL loss. We report the performance evaluated with
known (γu) and estimated (γ′u) in Table 6. We observe that
UDAL is quite robust to the noisy measurements of the dis-
tribution given by the estimation procedure – even in the ex-
treme case that the unlabeled data is uniform. In all cases,
we see that UDAL outperforms DARP [18].

Accuracy
Method γl γu γ′u γu γ′u

DARP [18] 100 1 1.7 - 85.4
UDAL (ours) 100 1 1.7 89.8 89.4

DARP [18] 100 50 69 - 77.3
UDAL (ours) 100 50 69 83.6 83.4

DARP [18] 100 150 82 - 72.9
UDAL (ours) 100 150 82 79.9 79.2

Table 6: Evaluating when γu is known versus estimated as
γ′u on CIFAR10-LT.

Method αmin k Accuracy

Progressive LA + DA 0.0 3 77.9
Progressive LA + DA 0.1 1 77.9
Progressive LA + DA 0.2 2 77.9
Progressive LA + DA 0.1 2 77.5

UDAL (ours) 0.1 2 80.2

Table 7: Evaluating the simple combination baseline on
CIFAR10-LT at γ=100 which falls short of UDAL.

4.4. Ablation studies

We carry out ablation studies for our method using the
CIFAR10-LT dataset with γ = 100 and β = 10%. We plot
all graphs with respect to the same scale so that they may
be readily compared.

4.4.1 A simpler combination?

Given the introduction of progressive distribution alignment
in Section 2.2 and progressive logit adjustment in Equa-
tion (9), it might appear tempting to produce a “simple
combination” of these by applying the progressive form of
distribution alignment to the unsupervised branch and the
progressive form of logit adjustment in to the unsupervised
branch. This is as opposed to the form of UDAL which ap-
plies a similar form of Equation (9) to both branches. For
this simple combination, which we denote as “Progressive
LA + DA”, we explore the best performing hyperparameter
settings to understand its performance in Table 7.

We find a large gap between the best settings of this
simple combination and UDAL. We hypothesize that while
logit adjustment (LA) and distribution alignment (DA) are
similar in spirit, they are very different in mechanism:

1. Logit adjustment adjusts the loss computation which
directly affects the bias of the learned classifier

2. Distribution alignment adjusts the pseudo-label dis-
tribution computation which must first go through
thresholding to produce pseudo-labels and indirectly
affect the classifier
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(a) Analysis of sensitivity to schedule hyperparameters. We
plot the classification performance of our method as a function
of schedule parameters k and αmin.
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(b) Removing the progressive nature of our alignment
shows a degradation in the performance of UDAL when αmin

is fixed for the entirety of training (i.e., k = 0).

Figure 3: Ablation on design choices for our method. ? denotes with inference time logit adjustment (LA)

UDAL, however, uses a unified approach by applying pro-
gressive logit adjustment to both branches and therefore
avoids this mismatch.

4.4.2 Schedule parameters

Since UDAL uses a form of progressive distribution align-
ment in a similar way to CReST, it introduces two hyper-
parameters: k and αmin which dictates the extent and rate
at which the alignment approaches the uniform distribution.
An ablation of these values on CIFAR10-LT is shown in
Figure 3a which supports that a quadratic schedule and rel-
atively low αmin are optimal.

4.4.3 Is a schedule necessary?

We investigate whether a schedule is necessary for good
performance. This is equivalent to a “schedule” with the
distribution alignment hyperparameter k = 0. We include
a variety of settings for αmin and the duration of training
in Figure 3b to ensure we adequately explore the trends in
performance. We observe a significant loss in performance
compared to the progressive version of UDAL presented in
the paper. We attribute this to the fact that the supervised
branch is immediately pushed to produce a marginal distri-
bution of pseudo-labels that are more balanced. This, how-
ever, goes against empirical evidence [15] that representa-
tions are best learned from data sampled according to the
data distribution, even if it is imbalanced.

5. Related Work

Semi-supervised learning [10, 21, 20, 4, 3, 27] has re-
cently seen strong advances in performance. This can be
attributed to the success of pseudo-labeling [21] combined
with consistency of predictions [4, 27] among varying types
of augmentations of unlabeled data.

While supervised learning has progressed significantly, a
large amount of work has tackled the setting of class imbal-
anced learning [15, 14, 9, 24, 26, 12, 28, 17]. These range
from modifications to the loss formulation [14, 24, 26, 12,
17] to decoupling representation from the classifier [15] and
even modifying the optimization process itself [28].

By combining the two previous settings, we consider
imbalanced, semi-supervised learning. Although still rela-
tively unexplored, previous attempts [13, 18, 29] to combat
imbalance in the semi-supervised setting have been made.
Works like DARP [13, 18] modify the loss formulation of a
base semi-supervised learner to combat bias within majority
classes, while CReST [29] involves a hybrid, generational
approach that progressively aligns pseudo-labels predic-
tions as well as augmenting the labeled set with rebalanced,
confident pseudo-labels. DASO [25] provides a modifica-
tion to blend pseuo-label generation, while ABC [22] uses
an auxiliary classifier to better balance the learned repre-
sentation . Compared to these, we believe our formulation
is simpler and connects common techniques from the su-
pervised and semi-supervised literature while maintaining
comparable performance.

6. Conclusion

We present Unifying Distribution Alignment as a Loss
(UDAL) that addresses the issue of class-imbalance within
semi-supervised learning. By connecting the ideas of dis-
tribution alignment to logit adjustment, we provide a loss
that can be applied to both the supervised and unsupervised
branches rather than previous disjoint approaches. Our ap-
proach incurs no additional training time on top of the un-
derlying semi-supervised learner, achieves improved per-
formance across multiple imbalanced settings and datasets,
and scales to larger, more realistic datasets like ImageNet,
while requiring only a few lines of code.
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